Focus on

Kitchens
Imagination is the only limit to how smooth and quiet
actuator systems can move a modern kitchen.

www.linak.com/deskline

The philosophy of a
modern kitchen:
A modern kitchen is full of contradictions. It
must be multifunctional and have an a esthetic
clean design. Often it is placed in an open
environment partly functioning as a kitchen
and partly as a living room/social space.
Equipped with the necessary appliances, but
at the same time it should take up limited
space. And last but not least it must fit the
user’s needs for functionality and ergonomics.
By adding movement to your kitchen these
contradictions can be eliminated. Movement via
linear actuator technology can hide appliances
not in use thereby creating clean multifunctional
surfaces, such as lowering the extractor hood
or shelving unit into the kitchen worktop.
There are endless possibilities when
adding electric movement.
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For the modern kitchen
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Examples of solutions

Multifunctional side tables
Side tables in a kitchen fit many purposes, when it is height adjustable. Raise the side table
to a comfortable level while preparing a meal. And, when the meal has been served, lower
the table to your preferred position. The side table is ideal for family participation.

Hidden extractor hoods
A sociable kitchen has more work areas facing people than facing walls. An extractor hood is
required, but it is often in the way. Add height adjustability and store it away while not in use,
and your kitchen reveals its best sides.
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Height adjustable worktop
Make the worktop height adjustable. This provides an ergonomically designed workspace
at all times as different users require different working heights.
Depending on your design, a height adjustable worktop can make the kitchen combine the
elementary functions of ”living”, “dining” and “cooking” areas.

Hide away: One unit – two functionalities
Raise parts of your kitchen island whilst preparing meals to get easy access to tableware.
Transform the functional block kitchen into a sociable kitchen simply by lowering the shelving
unit into the kitchen worktop when it is time to mingle with the guests.
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DESKLINE: electrical motor systems for kitchens
Baselift

Speed:
Max thrust:
Stroke length:
Built-in dim:

14 mm/sec.
1500 N
100 mm
100 mm

Actuator LA31

Max. thrust: 3500 N
Max. speed: 43 mm/sec

Control box

Column DL2

Max. thrust: 2500 N
Max. speed: 50 mm/sec

Handset

CBD6S

HB10 RF
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Column DL6

Max thrust:
800 - 1200 N
Stroke length: 650 mm

Column DL12
Max thrust:
Stroke length:

700 N/leg
660 mm

DPF1M

DPH

Column DL17
Max thrust:
Stroke length:

700 N/leg
660 mm

Controls
DPF
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DPT

Desk Control App

For further information about the DESKLINE® product programme:
www.linak.com/deskline

Subscribe to LINAK DESKLINE news:
www.linak.com/subscribe

Need support? Find answers to common questions about your DESKLINE motor system.
DESKLINE Support

Support videos at YouTube

DESKLINE user manuals

G L OB A L PRESENCE

LINAK® has a well-developed sales and service organisation in
Europe, Americas, Asia and Australia. Therefore, we canassist you
and your customers locally, under the global sales concept idea:
Be global, act local

TERMS O F USE
The user is responsible for determining the suitability of LINAK products for a specific application. LINAK takes great care in providing accurate and up-to-date information on its
products. However, due to continuous development in order to improve its products, LINAK products are subject to frequent modifications and changes without prior notice. Therefore,
LINAK cannot guarantee the correct and actual status of said information on its products. While LINAK uses its best efforts to fulfil orders, LINAK cannot, for the same reasons as
mentioned above, guarantee the availability of any particular product. Therefore, LINAK reserves the right to discontinue the sale of any product displayed on its website or listed in its
catalogues or other written material drawn up by LINAK.
All sales are subject to the Standard Terms of Sale and Delivery for LINAK. For a copy hereof, please contact LINAK.

LINAK has a world-class sales and service organisation.
Today we are present in 35 countries all over the world.
For further information, please visit our website: www.linak.com
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